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Porn For Women Of A Certain Age

"Just how long do you plan on defying the laws of gravity?"Responding to overwhelming demand,
the Cambridge Women's Pornography Cooperative has researched deeply into the desires of
women of a certain age. The result: forty steamy scenarios show hunky yet distinguished men
catering to every whim. These handsome hotties insist she take an early retirement, delight in the
silver in her hair, and best of all, take over the cooking and cleaning. Mrrow! Scientifically proven to
make women swoon, Porn for Women of a Certain Age will leave the ladies begging for more.
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This was a gift from my teenage son's girlfriend when I reached "a certain age."It's definitely a fun
book to look through and read. Each full-color spread is of an attractive gentleman of a similar age
with an appropriate quote based on what he's doing in the photo. Some examples:- The man fixing
the bathroom scale is saying, "As I expected, it's reading 10 pounds heavy."- The man gazing at an
old framed photo is smiling and saying, "I think you look better now than you did 20 years ago."- The
handsome doctor reading your chart is saying, "Wait, that birth date can't be right."While it is a book
that is quickly read and "done with," I've found it to be an attention getter when just left out on the
coffee table with other books. At first glance, the title appears a bit questionable so it usually gets
picked up and checked out. Oh, and don't let the "Porn" title fool you...no nudity to be found.
Sigh.My favorite part of the book is actually the 4-page quiz in the back. It offers various scenarios
along with three answer options (a,b,c). In all situations, the (a)-answer is the one for the guy that

would be everyone's dream husband, the (b)-answer is just a so-so guy, and the (c)-answer is the
man you would have hopefully rolled to the curb before marrying.

I bought two copies of this book. One for my Mother and one for my Aunt. Both loved the book and
reread it a few times before sharing it with their friends. Plus it title has that all important shock value
that makes for good photographs.

This book was the funniest one I've seen in a long time. If you've been in a long term relationship
(who hasnt) you can definitely appreciate the trueness of these sayings and be turned on. Better yet
let your significant other read the book and learn. Whoever thought of this is a genius.

I won't ruin it for you, but if, indeed, you ARE a woman of a certain age (say, 40 and up), you will
adore this book. It cracked me up. Not only is it funny, it is right on.I recommend sending a copy of it
to all the men in your life. Whoever puts it to good use wins the prize: you!

This book promises that the ideal man really does exist. Handsome, tender, sensitive but not a
wuss.Porn for Women of a Certain Age is an irreverent but sadly true reflection on what might be
considered porn as a woman, shall we say, matures? I shared it with my women's networking group
and almost couldn't bring the group to order, there was so much laughter.Instead of buying an 'over
the hill' gag gift for the mature (read mid 40s on) woman....and gay men...in your life, buy this book.
It will be appreciated much more, trust me.

Purchased this book along with Ann Taintors "Someone has ti set a bad example" as gag gifts for
my best friends 40th girls week birthday celebration. Everyone thoroughly enjoyed trading off the
books and sharing the pages along with personal stories.Items were shipped and in perfect
condition.

My Mom had fun with this. I called her in the evening after she had received it, and she obviously
had looked through it. She mentioned several of the items she liked and even was able to tell me
some of the quiz questions without having to look at her book.

I bought this for my mother, a woman who never knows what she wants for Christmas. My wife and
I hooted in laughter at this book. Of course, it's not for everyone, but the premise is amusing and I'm

sure this will be a hit with Mom and her friends.
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